
Without  Faith  It  Is
Impossible to Please God
The  Bishop  of  Oxford,  Steven  Croft,
visited us here in the Newbury Deanery
this  last  week.   He  spoke  and  took
questions  in  the  evening  at  a  public
service and he focused, as he has since
his inauguration, on the beatitudes from
Matthew 5.  For the rest of this week I
have been mulling these over, especially
the first one:

Blessed are the poor in spirit,
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
(Matthew 5:3)

In the current Western age, the beatitudes are a prophetic
word. That is, they provide a holy and constructive challenge
to the status quo of church and culture; they reveal depths in
the shallows, stimulation in the slumber, truth in the lie. It
appears that +Steven knows how to exercise his prophetic role
with gentleness and sincerity. More power to him.

“Blessed are the poor in spirit” has exactly this character.
The  “kingdom  of  heaven”  is  our  goal,  our  longing  (“…thy
Kingdom  come,  they  will  be  done,  on  earth  as  it  is  in
heaven…”). The temptation of having any goal, in the West in
general  and  therefore  in  the  church,  is  that  we  seek  to
achieve it in our own strength, in our richness. We gather our
resources, we marshall our strengths, we determine our plan,
we implement our strategy, we claim our prize! This is the
methodology of the wealthy and strong and while it may have
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some level of “success” (for some definition) it simply cannot
bear kingdom fruit. How can it? We can’t have the kingdom of
heaven on our terms, only on the terms of the King!

The beatitudes are not commands, you see, they are simply
statements of fact. It is the poor in spirit who receive the
kingdom of heaven, because it naturally comes to them. Why?
Because  King  Jesus  founds  the  kingdom  not  in  power  and
strength, but in servanthood, humility, and trusting faith,
even unto death.  Look at all the characteristics of the
beatitudes – poor in spirit, mourning with the world, meek,
hungering for righteousness, pure, peacemaking, persecuted –
and we see Jesus, who received the kingdom, from his Father,
was comforted, by his Father, inherited the earth, from his
Father, who was filled, by his Father, who was shown mercy, by
his Father, who saw his Father, and was received by the Father
even (and especially) as he took the curse of the cross upon
himself  and  committed  his  spirit  into  the  Father’s  arms.
Follow the king, and you will enter his kingdom. It’s not
complicated, just hard!

It is a simple impossibility that the “rich in themselves” can
participate in and build the kingdom. How can we serve the
king  by  serving  ourselves?  How  can  we  trust  the  king  by
relying  on  ourselves?  Just  because  we  can  nail  and  weld
something together and make it look like a tree, doesn’t mean
we have the living, fruitful, thing.

My reflection on this has brought me to the letter to the
Hebrews, particularly chapters 10 and 11. Here the “poor in
spirit” are ones who exercise faith.  They are the ones who
have  “endured  a  hard  struggle  with  sufferings”  (Hebrews
10:32),  who  have  been  “publicly  exposed  to  abuse  and
persecution”, often because they have shared in the mourning
and  pain  of  those  who  are  “so  treated”  and  “in  prison”
(Hebrews 10:33).  

They have not “shrunk back” (Hebrews 10:39), but this is not a



muscular seizing the opportunity of victory, but an exercise
of trust, of meekness, of reaching out to God and committing
their spirit, just as Jesus didn’t shrink from the cross.
Their  “great  reward”  (Hebrews  10:35)  is  “what  was
promised”, “the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction
of things not seen” (Hebrews 11:1), which is to say, the
kingdom of heaven, when all is well under the good harmonious
rule of the Author of Life.

Throughout Hebrews 11, the writer puts forward examples of the
faithful poor in spirit, simple demonstrations of the same
fact of the beatitudes: Abel’s faith (Hebrews 11:4) naturally
bears  the  fruit  of  approval,  Enoch’s  trust
naturally pleases the King (Hebrews 11:5). And something of a
summary is given:

And without faith it is impossible to please God, for whoever
would approach him must believe that he exists and that he
rewards those who seek him. (Hebrews 11:6)

It’s a statement of fact, conceptually equivalent to the first
beatitude.  Just as poverty of spirit leads to the kingdom of
heaven, so believing in God, seeking him, trusting him, is the
path to approach, please, and receive from the God of Life.
Other  approaches  –  the  demonstration  of  strength,  the
whitewash of religious words – simply pertain to a different
category, they bear their own fruit.

It’s not like God is petulant, holding back blessing unless he
gets his dues; it’s just that if something else is worshipped,
trusted, honoured, then we get the kingdom of That Thing, and
it is destructive.  Who wants to live in the Kingdom of the
Rich, the Kingdom of the Strong, the Kingdom of the “Look at
Us Aren’t We A Lovely Church”? Yet that is where many of us
live  in  the  western  world,  seeking  to  please  God  without
faith. It’s impossible to do.

Bishop Steven was thanked in the Q&A for his words and asked



something about how we put it into practice. Being a good
bishop, he didn’t give a directive answer; each local church
needs to work out what the application of faith means for
them.  But  he  could  have  offered  one  general  exhortation:
repentance.

Richness  in  ourselves  is  simply  a  form  of  idolatry.  It’s
understandable,  it’s  prevalent,  it’s  culturally  acceptable,
it’s usually well-intentioned even if self-defeating – “Let’s
not waste our many many awesome talents”…. by holding on to
and relying on them!  But the simple fact is that without
faith it is impossible to please God. And that gives us an
imperative: We must turn to him, contrite, humble, poor in
ourselves, entrusting our talents (and everything else) to
him. The hardest thing, of course, is that it begins with me…

Review:  Ministry  in  Three
Dimensions
The church often wrestles with the times in
which it finds itself.  It’s a good and godly
thing. Identity and purpose are reappraised as
eternal  foundations  are  sought  out  in  the
midst of shifting cultural sands.

Over the years Gill and I have been a party to this wrestle,
at local congregational level and also within wider networks
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and systems.  Invariably, at some point that wrestle faces a
particular  collision:  One  that  is  between  the  sense  of
vocation and call that Christians experience individually and
collectively, and the historic structures of ministry in the
Anglican Church.  As we grapple with the mode and manner of
ministry of the whole body (laity), questions arise about our
particular threefold ordering of deacons (diaconate), priests
(presbyterate),  and  bishops  (episcopate).   What  do  they
mean? What are they for? What do they do? And how might they
help (or hinder) the mission of the whole people?

This  is  often  a  constructive  collision.   It  can  assist
innovation and avoid disconnection.  We have, for instance,
seen the creativity of “locally ordained ministry” in which
long-term locals are authorised to exercise ordained ministry
as part of a “local ministry support team.”  We have seen the
value of ordaining not only those who will serve the church in
its modal, geographical form, but also where the church is a
sodality, in chaplaincy, advocacy, and education.  We have
walked the “normal” paths of affirming a call to ordination:
academic training then being deaconed and priested within a
curacy. We have also trodden forgotten paths in which a call
to  the  distinctive  diaconate  is  affirmed  from  within  the
integrity of life experience.

I have been ordained as a deacon and a priest in the Anglican
Church. Gill has been ordained as a deacon.  We are both
members of the people of God.

In this ecclesial wrestle, this vocational collision can often
be a churning confusion of language and expectation.  It is a
touchstone of the malaise of the western church: we don’t know
what we’re for anymore.  As well as the different emphases of
each individual’s (lay or ordained) sense of ministry call,
there are often wildly different expectations that attach to
the ordained ministry and its offices.  Throw into the mix the
usual divisors of churchmanship and talking about the three
orders becomes a fraught topic.  Many avoid delving in too



deeply, preferring that safe ambiguity which is the usual
descriptor of default Anglicanism.

I am delighted, then, that Steven Croft, soon to be my new
diocesan bishop here in the Diocese of Oxford, has dared to
delve into and delight in the threefold order.  His Ministry
in Three Dimensions is apparently standard fare for ministry
training here in the UK. This was my first time picking it up;
I read the 2008 new edition of the 1999 original.  I’m glad I
did.  It’s a useful stimulant for some ecclesiastical torpor.

Bp. Steven speaks of three dimensions rather than orders and
this is helpful.  It allows him to describe and demarcate
diaconal,  presbyteral  and  episcopal  distinctives,  without
being restricted by the boundaries of the orders.  It means
that throughout he can not only remind us, for instance, of
the diaconal dimension of a bishop’s ministry, but also of
the episcopal dimension of a deacon’s.  This is helpful.

For Bp. Steven, this “three-dimensional” ministry is for the
“proper ordering and care of local congregations” that is
“different  and  parallel”  to  the  “‘charismatic  ministries’
given to different individuals by the gift of the Holy Spirit
for the building up of the whole body.” (p38).

I am not entirely convinced by the distinction this makes.  It
is helpful with respect to the general list of charismata in,
say, 1 Corinthians 12:1-11.  However, I would have liked to
see a tighter interaction with the the five-fold gifts of
Ephesians 4:11-14 where Paul is being quite particular and
deliberate.   His  framework  places  a  demarcation  between
“proper ordering and care” (3-d) and “building up the whole
body” (5-fold) that prevents some useful correlations.

Nevertheless, the focus on the three dimensions allows us to
turn “not to the broken cisterns of secular management theory,
but to our springs of living water; the God who speaks through
Scripture  and  has  continued  to  speak  in  new  ways  through
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Scripture throughout the history of the Church.” (p41).  As
one who shares the “deep dissatisfaction” (p25) with the pop-
psych  pontifications  of  programmatic  pastoring,  this  is
encouraging.

The  book  is  divided  into  three  parts  for  each  of  the
dimensions  of  ministry:

Bp. Steven’s treatment of diaconal dimension dignifies what is
often overlooked.

The diaconal tradition within the New Testament can be traced
very easily directly to Christ himself and to central strands
of Jesus’ own self understanding; to the pattern of the
incarnation; and to the Old Testament background which helped
form Jesus’ own identity.  Of the three concepts which we
will  explore  and  which  came  to  be  used  as  titles  for
Christian ministers, that of deacon has the richest and the
deepest theological tradition of all.” (p45)

He  is  convinced  of  the  theological  arguments  for  the
restoration  of  a  permanent  diaconate  (p59)  and  expounds
something of this in the new edition’s chapter on mission-
shaped church.  There he identifies a “natural connection
between  pioneer  ministry  and  the  tradition  of  ministry
as  diakonia”  (p201).   This  connection  springs  from  the
characteristics of diaconal ministry which he identifies as:

Simple, hidden, practical acts of service(p68).1.
Outward focused service to the wider community (p70)2.
which  resists  the  “centrifugal”  self-referential
tendency of church organisations (p70).
Competent and careful administration (p72).3.
Listening to others (p73), including the “story of the4.
church… as told by a cross-section of different people…
to lay a very necessary foundation for any common vision
which may arise.” (p75)
A servant-hearted attitude and integrity. (p76)5.



Expressing a spirituality of trust which “waits upon God6.
and  listens  to  God  for  his  priorities  and  his  way
forward for a particular local church…” (p78).
Serving and being served allowing “other people to care7.
for us”and therefore expressing mutual service (p81).

Gill and I always welcome any attempt to deepen understanding
of diaconal ministry.  We have come across so many situations
where it is reduced to a liturgical function, or considered to
be merely menial with tasks pertaining to a first-year curate
only!  Rather, there is a form of diaconal leadership that
when embraced and released is a phenomenal resource, as it
connects to and extends the operation of the other dimensions.

“Leadership alongside” is a key aspect of the distinctive
diaconate.   Perhaps  it’s  best  instantiated  when
archdeacons lead alongside their bishops.  A deacon not only
supports episcopal leadership practically, but by drawing that
leadership forwards into and with the awareness of listening
and discernment, and the spirituality of trust and waiting.
 This can look like encouragement, sometimes like challenge
and godly provocation.  But diakonia and episcope need each
other.  Disconnected from diakonia, episcope strives, often
with  hollow  diminishing  returns.   Disconnected
from episcope, diakonia shrivels and dies, or simply bursts
with uncontainable awareness.

There’s  a  line  from  a  song,  about  a  husband  and  wife
remembering and celebrating their pioneering life.  One of the
lines describes the mutual service of husband and wife and
says:  “If  I  forget  my  name…  remind  me.”   Applied  more
generally, that is what diaconal ministry brings.  It reminds
all  dimensions  of  ministry  of  who  we  are,  even  (and
especially)  if  we  don’t  want  to  hear  it.

Bp. Steven’s consideration of the presbyterial dimension draws
on  pastoral/shepherding  aspects  of  Christ’s  ministry  and,
unsurprisingly, emphasises the ministry of word and sacrament.
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 What he is able to avoid is a reductionism:

The ministry of the priest does not consist of only that
which a priest and no-one else can do. To argue this is to
shrink priestly ministry only to presiding at the eucharist
and  pronouncing  absolution.  Rather,  priestly  ministry  is
better  seen  as  a  particular  combination  of  ministries,
clustered  around  the  ministry  of  the  Word  and  of  the
sacrament.  (p106)

His  consideration  of  Word  ministry  moved  me  as  I  am
only sometimes moved.  Here is a consideration of preaching
and  exposition  that  is  antidote  to  the  prevailing  “nice
sermon, vicar” dilution in common church life.  Not only does
he  emphasise  the  depths  (and  privilege)  of  bringing  “a
congregation into contact with that living word of God; and
the word of God into contact with the congregation through
regular  biblically-centred  preaching”  (p114)  but  he  also
recognises the importance of proper apologetics and teaching
on “the great issues of life”, applying the Word not just “in-
house” but to the “whole of creation” (p115).

His consideration of sacramental ministry not only picks up on
Baptism  and  Holy  Communion  but  on  reconciliation  and
leadership  in  prayer  and  blessing.   He  draws  out
the presidential aspects of this dimension (although he rarely
uses that language) by which a congregation is lead into an
engagement  with  God’s  grace  through  imitation  and
participation.

Of  greatest  importance,  however,  is  the  section  which
emphasises “hidden intercession” (p133).  It is here that the
very real burden of pastoral ministry is acknowledged.  I have
often associated this with an apostolic burden as it is a
hallmark of the apostles’ ministry in the New Testament.  But
the attachment to eldership is sensible.  Certainly, when I
look for those who will join a true leadership team, i.e. one
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that  is  concerned  with  purpose  and  direction  more  than
management  and  maintenance,  I  look  for  those  who  are
finding themselves strangely moved with a spiritual burden for
God’s people.  Such as these will step off the vocational
cliff, so to speak, and find God lifting them up.

Bp. Steven does well to refer to the New Testament language of
a presbyter “agonising” and “wrestling” (p134) for individuals
and for the church as a whole.  Such things are integral to
this dimension of ministry.  It is in the gift of tears, that
we encounter the sufferings of Christ for his people, and can
place the church (and therefore our hopes and dreams, our
reputation, and energy) in his hands and not cling.  It is a
parental burden, in the best sense of it, which leads to that
“particular  quality  of  holiness  which  we  find  in  Christ:
joyful yet long-suffering and compassionate; righteous yet not
judgemental; free yet disciplined; accessible yet profound.”
(p137)

With respect to the episcopal dimension Bp. Steven identifies
aspects  of  ministry  that  are  increasingly  be  expected  of
“ordinary” ministers (lay and ordained) and not simply those
who hold the office of Bishop.  He sums it up:

“…the mission context in which the Church now finds itself is
calling for a shift in the balance between the different
dimensions  of  ministry.   Gifts  which  have  not  been
traditionally part of the diaconal or priestly calling are
increasingly  demanded  of  the  clergy:  the  gifts  of
intentionally enabling and building community; the gifts of
discernment  in  identifying  the  charisms  of  others  and
enabling them in ministry; gifts of collaboration, of vision;
and  of  guiding  a  Christian  Church  through  a  period  of
change.” (p141)

Drawing on the famous Acts 20:28 in which Paul exhorts elders
to “keep watch over yourselves and all the flock of which the



Holy Spirit has made you overseers” he does very well, in the
new edition’s chapter, to locate “watching over yourself” at
the forefront of the episcopal dimension (p205).  This self-
watching is not only essential for self-care and avoiding burn
out, but for the maintenance of the essential spirituality
of episcope.  Bp. Steven notes the spirituality of diakonia as
“learning to listen to God” characterised by integrity, of
presbyteral  ministry  as  intercession  characterised
by  holiness,  of  episcope  as  discernment  characterised  as
responsible initiative.  Watching over oneself gives attention
to these crucial aspects of spirituality.  In the end the
overseer must know to trust God that responsible initiative
will be vindicated, and so resist the tainted and dangerous
waters of disillusion.

The other foci of the episcopal dimension are profound in that
they  highlight  a  paucity  in  many  contemporary  churches.
 Many churches these days resist a “vicar does everything”
only  to  “take  on  a  concept  of  ministry  in  which  the
ordained  decide  everything”  (p170).   Against  this,  the
episcopal  dimension  works  towards  a  dynamic  unity  through
the enabling, developing, and sustaining of the ministry of
others (p143).

There,  is  therefore,  an  interaction  with  that  fundamental
wrestle of the church to be who it is called to be… without
being  lost  in  itself.   Bp.  Steven  helpfully  identifies  a
paradox in which the focus on mission can end up, ironically,
as a cause of self-focus! (p169).

A local church is never a static community but, ideally, on
which  is  moving  forward  together  towards  common  goals.
Catching, developing, articulating and sharing common vision
for that process is a vital part of the exercise of this kind
of leadership. (p155)

There  is  a  tendency  for  growing  churches  to  become
centrifugal in respect of the energy of their lay members as
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well as of their clergy, and for the horizons of effort and
of personal development to shrink to that which benefits the
life of a single church.  Part of the task of episcope is to
ensure that a congregation’s horizon in respect of their
vision is clearly set upon the building of the kingdom of God
throughout the world, not simply the development of a single
congregation in a single place. (p167)

The image of “rhythm and road” (p158) is a brilliant framework
for avoiding this paradox.  Here, the rhythm of the church is
its worship in word and sacrament especially.  The road is
that of “discipleship and of learning the Way” (p158).  It is
the episcopal dimension to help the church meet the challenge
to “weave and shape its life around both rhythm and road.”
(p159).

In the area of discipleship Bp. Steven is a respected voice. 
His  insights  into  the  need  for  structures  to  service
discipleship  and  not  vice  versa  (p175)  are  welcome.  
Similarly, he embraces discipleship principles such as having
“low initial training, high ongoing support” (p178).  It will
be interesting to see how and where he applies these sorts of
things in his Episcopal (with a big E) ministry in Oxford.

If  there  is  one  area  he  could  have  emphasised  more,
particularly with regard to the area of maintaining unity in
mission, is that of spiritual warfare and the related area of
conflict.  In our experience, it is in these bitter times that
we have come to rely more closely on the Spirit and trust the
witness of Scripture.  It is helpful, in our view, then to
connect the episcopal dimension with the apostolic witness
more than Bp. Steven chooses to, even though he refers to
“those who are called and sent by God are themselves to be
senders  and  enablers  as  that  mission  is  extended  in  each
generation” (p165), which is the very essence of an “apostle”,
i.e.  a  “sent-one.”   There  is  a  sense  in  which  episcope
travails  beyond  concern  for  the  church  but  in  itself
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encapsulates an apostolic kenosis, a weakness through which
God  is  glorified.  That  willingness  to  be  made  “fools  for
Christ” (and worse) that we see in 1 Cor 4:1-13 and the like
is the ground of episcopal authority, that would both answer
the enemy, and lead the church, with the way of the cross.  In
short,  in  the  episcopal  dimension  the  cost  of  mission  is
counted in a unique way, where moving forward is to die a
death and receive life as a gift.

As the church wrestles with the reality of itself, there is a
need  for  the  deep  thoughts  presented  in  this  book.   Too
quickly we run to titles and labels and structures as self-
evident, when it is the substance not the form that counts. 
This book is useful for those training or exploring their own
vocation (in whatever dimension).  But it has best benefit for
those who are participating in that fundamental wrestle with
reality – who are we? And how do we be the people of God?


